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KISSING TEACHER LET OUT
of
New York, July
I'irgenfield, N. J., learned yesterday
that at a special meeting of the board of

BELGRADE, THE SERVIAN CAPITAL,

education Friday night the board acTal-bccepted the resignation of Lafayette
who has been engaged as supervising principal of the high school for
tte year beginning September 11. J.
was
E. Hambright of Elizabethtown
engaged tor the position.
It was Jearned that Mr. Talbot's resignation was received July 3. Since
then the Independent Civic league haa
spent a considerable sum for printing
and advertising for the mass meeting
held on July 3.
were
At. that meetino- resolutions
adopted denouncing the board of edu
cation for engaging Mr. Talbot after
he had been dismissed form the
eehools'ifH'ause it was alleged
h" kitted a sctub woman.
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SAID TO HAVE BEEN BOMBARDED,
AND STRATEGIC BRIBBE BLOWN UP
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a few days the federal garrison will he
j
WAR NEWS
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steamjpg southward to Salina Cruz.
Theer are now no federal troops In
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Russia was officially informed about,
past twelve this afternoon, that
Austria-Hungarthe
would respect
teiritorial integrity of Servia,' and
OF
ASSASSINS
EXCEPT
wishes even to abstain from occupying
FOOTING
ART EXHIBIT AT CAPITAL
',(
the Servian capital.
FORMER PRESIDENT J
r
Santa Fe, Juiy 29 -- Sheldon Parsons
France Quietly Prepares
ROAD REPAIRS ORDERED
Fuice continues quietly to prepare
the Nw York artist, will give an art
ON
for war. The troops of the active army
Santa Fe, Juiy 29. State Engineer CROSS FIRE DELAYS LANDING exhibit; during the road congress and INSURANCE ADVANCE ON GGLD
are irriidualiy concentrating near the James A. FTenhc this forenoon order
the New Mexico Summer School sesfruitier. A military guard has be-- n ed teams and mra to repair without
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between Socorro and Albuquerque.
"""
room
Old
of
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war, would be taken over by the, army.
that the mart will be passable for
.FLYING SHOT
are local scenes and reflect
The bakers In Paris are laying in lare the motorcade fom the southern part
poetically and artistically the New
stocks of flour and the city auihorl
( ()e state to the good roads convenNew York, July 29. The New York
Washington, July 29- .- General Car- - Mexico atmosphere and color.
tion .to- prevent a possib'e famine !nticn at Santa Fe.
f.toek
exchange was almost the only
Carran za and Provisional President
the the capital, formed today a reserve
security market in the world to 8h'.v
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other portions of Santa Fe, San
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cording to the charter, also to Valen
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again and power that can be develop
ed ia tremendous. The average flow
is 500 second feet and the fall in the
canyon Is almost 500 feet.
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French contrivance of Remarkable
Utility Brings Absolutely Correct
Time in Reach of All.

When the time signal Is flashed
from the Eiffel tower, in Paris," the citizen, wherever he may live in France,
can take out his wireleBS receiver and
set hie watch by absolutely correct
time. The value of the French "ondo-Eases Torment of Asthma and Hayl cii0ne" detector for receiving wireless
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whole affair
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,
clip is joined to this "antenna," while
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the other clip is placed on the ground.
The entire receiver weighs but 13
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Members of the two nssoiia- - which serves as an antenna, and the
ciation.
Choice
pipes for
sizes in euch style, but all sizes in some style.
tions arrived In large number today. other goes to gas or water
the ground. But within 120 miles all
A reception In honor of the visitors
Half Price.
Wash
Waists
100
20 lbs. Sugar
that is needed for the antenna Is a
has been arranged for this evening. kitchen stove or range, balcony, metal
25c
Hoys' Suits Half Price.
7 bars Ivory Soap
Tomorrow the two associations will bed and the like.
6c
Hoys' Caps Half Price,
32c Dress Ginghams
meet in joint session to listen to an
The operator may use his body for
Straw Hats Halt Price,
5c Women's Kerchiefs, doz25o
address by Adam. Slrohm, city librar the ground by attaching the metal clip
Children's Dresses Half Price.
to his finger, while the other clip goes
ian of Detroit.
12!c to 17c Kerchiefs, doz.90c
to the telephone wire. In this way signals were received from Paris at a disA Hint to the Wise Is Sufficient
tance of 270 miles.
Chamber
take
When
constipated
Power
with
and
company,
headquart
Tablets. They are easy to take WHEN THE EYES NEED AID
ers In Santa Fe and capitalization of lain's
TO DEVELOP POWER
For
nnrt most aereeable in effect
$1,000,000, divided into 100,000 shares.
Advi.
dealers.
all
sale by
Nature's Methods of Warning Are
WHITE ROCK CANYON The statutory agent is Francis C.
Many and They Should Not Be
Wilson and the incorporators and di
LEASE OF GRAZING LANDS
Long Disregarded.
Santa Fe, July 29. The biggest fig
PottsL.
Daniel
are
rectors
COMPANY
Evans,
SUPPLY
ELECTRIC
on
Symptoms of eye strain are pain In
town, Pa.; Charles L. Wllfong, Had- - ure ever obtained by the state
LAUNCHES VAST PROJECT
the
temple, pain in the back of the
was
character
don Heights, N. J.; and James F. Mor grazing land of that
and neck, red eyelids and inhead
IN STATE
rison of Baltimore, each subscribing telegraphed in this afternoon by Fred ability to see at a great distance or
y
ten shares or a total of $3,000. It is Muller of the state land office, who to read long at a time. The eyes beSanta Fe, July 2D. At last a
ac auctioned off leases on 2,473.72 acres come tired and vision blurred; there
has been incorporated to har- understood that the company has
in Roosevelt county at Portales. After j8 strabismus or cast in the eye and a
or
water
will acquire all the
ness the water power that has been quired
to avoid light. The eyes are
the rights that have been granted for active bidding the land was knocked tendency
there are twitchings of
flowing the waste for aeons in
closed;
partly
acre
year.
cents
20
per
at
per
down
WMto Rock canvon. Attorney Fran power use in the White Rock canyon
the lids, sick headache and dizziness.
It brings on neuralgia and headache
cis K. Wilson, who while in the east- and will erect its power plant on the
td cure.
TwenMv organized a company to de- Sandoval county side of the canyon,
If yoa have neglected your kidneys that medicines fail
recited
condition
every
Nearly
back,
weak
winn the oil deDOsits of the Estancia just above Cochitt
and suffer from backache,
defective
about
if
are
by
above,
brought
At
heat
and
first
power
light,
valley also interested capital in the
headache, rheumatism and distressing vision or an abnormal state of the
to he supplied only to Albuquerque,
power proposition, and today filed
bladder weakness, you will find Foley ocular muscles, can be relieved by
with the cornoratlon commission the Santa Fe and Las Vegas, but later Kidney Pills to be the honestly made, gla8Bea BayB a wrlter ln the Family
charter of the Rio Grande Light, Heat the power lines are to be extended to healing and curative medicine you Doctor." The fitting of glasses is, at
need to give you back your heaitn .times, a very- difficult task, andL should
a otTono'th
Thev are tonic in ac- - do enwusiea oniy i10 one wuo mmthe different
auick to give good results. They oughly understands Qf
the eye and ,
Hats For the Business Girl
dBeaseg
will helD vou. O. G. scnaeier
the
with
skilful
appliances used for
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the scientific selection of proper
lenses.
1861
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this year are more
ALTHOUGH hats
and may be described
as "fancier," than for many seasons
past there are numbers of smart,
simply trimmed, plain shapes, suitable
lor street wear.
And it may be observed (to the
credit of our good taste) that no matter how strong the tendency to "fussl-tiess- "
in styles American women so insistently demand simplicity in street
apparel, that they get it. They have
managed, or their tailors have managed, the present
styles so that they look trim and
graecful ln tailored costumes that indicate rather than follow the modes.
Tailored hats of today indulge in
the pretty gaiety of color that marks
the season In other directions. They
are made in all colors. Half of the
whole number may be black, but these
are enlivened with colored trimmings.
Even in
hats (there are few
r
of these) the
surfaces of
straw and lacquered ribbon, the metallic surfaces of the trimmings designed for them, lift them out of the
common-placand make them bril-

;

'V-J.

X

V

shown in the picture, gives an inkling
of the style and variety one may find
in these tailored hats. They are made
of milan hemp, and blocked into shape,
but are soft and flexible. There is

nothing rigid looking about even the
plainest one.
In this particular group, fancy feathers and wings, with a little ribbon,
furnish the trimming. There are numbers of novelties manufactured for
trimming tailored hats. Pompons of
ostrich feathers, or silk fibre, and
many fancy ornaments which combine
feathers and silk fibre are conspicuous among them.
If you are a business girl choose a
tailored hat for daily wear. It may
be daring ln shape, gay in color, and
in one or the other of these particulars it should be unusual. It may be
all black, but so full of snap that it
will strike everyone like a cool breeze
on a hot day. Just see to it that it
has style, and suits your own style,.
and the trick of wearing the most becoming of all hats will be turned. The
last day of that hat will be better than
the first for it will have become enliant
deared to you.
A. group of beautiful street hats
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
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IN VALUATION

Santa Fe, July 29. Santa Fe county
has added half a million dollars to its
taxable assessment since last year,
most of the increase being in the city
Santa Fe. The final tabulation as
revised by the assessor, shows a tax
and
able assessment of $3,400,312
throws the county in the ten million
class as to valuation. Last year, the
taxable valuation was $2,901,033, while
the amount set by the board of equali
zation was $3,107,279, the returns ex
ceeding even that sum by almost $400,000. The total valuation last year was
$9,084,339 and the exemptions amount
ed to $381,240.

1914.

Pine Pillows.
"Genuine pine pillows" is the legend
which appears in more than one drug
store window over a pile of spruce
tips. The sign makes a country boy
smile, but he is quite aware that the
great majority of city people do not
know the difference between a pine
tree and a spruce or fir or hemlock
tree; all coniferous trees are "pines"
to them even. tamaracks.
In the maiterof perfume there is
not much choice between a pine and
a spruce, but a fir pillow is more
pleasantly aromatic than one either
Pine tips or leaves
of pine or spruce.
are seldom used for pillows. The hemlock makes a good pillow, but it is
better to use the boughs of it, quite
preen, for a whole bed; break them
Quick Cure for Diarrhoea
out good and thick
The most prompt and effectual cure small, spread ihem
blanket
and
right on top of
your
put
Colic,
for diarrhoea is Chamberlain's
To make use of this kind of a
them.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. When bed, however, you must be in the
given as soon as the first unnatural woods.
looseness of the bowells appears one
Time was when the lumberjacks
dose is nearly always sufficient to ef slept on beds of hemlock boughs and
than
fect a cure. It should be kept at hand they were healthier and happier
now in stuffy bunks. .
are
all
they
deal
sale
use.
For
by
for instant
ers. Adv.
Meanest of All Mean Femininity.
Somebody writes in to ask what
FREIGHT RATES REDUCED
sort of woman is Kundry, the heroine
Helena, Mont, July 29,. New dis- of "Parsifal." "Is she a good woman,
tance tariff averaging 20 per cent a bad woman, a good bad woman or a
lower than the rates heretofore exist bad good woman?" The question was
ing were put into effect in Montana referred to Mrs. Pozozzle, and she
her the worst of
today, in compliance with an order says: "I would callwoman.
This means
bad
a
these
good
state
the
Dromuleated
by
recently
excelwoman's
the
has
she
good
that
railroad commission. The new sched
for the doing of
lent
opportunities
state
In
the
ule is based on the rates
evil and that she makes the most of
of Washington and is effective from them. A cynic would say that her
all but distributing points, which en penitence is sham. When she goes
to bind up the wound of Amfortas, she
joy jobbing rates.
gets a chance to impress the handsome
and well, Kundry is a bad
Parsifal,
There Is Healing tn Foley Kidney Pills
woman.
That explains the lady
You need a mighty good medicine if good
as well as words may ."Kansas City
once your kidneys are exhausted by Star.
neglect and overwork, and you have
J
got it in Foley Kidney Pills.. Their
Tricked Him I
I
tonic.
Haw!
Haw!
action is prompt, healing and
Pimm Haw!
Sound health and sound kidneys fol- skinned one of them city fellers that
on my house.
low, their use. Try them. O. G. put the lightning-rod- s
am you uo n.
How
did?
Ye
Silas
Store.
Rod
Cross Drug
Schaefer and
when I made out me
Hiram
Why,
Adv.
check to pay him, I just signea m
name without specifying the amount.
NO OCCUPATION TAX
I'll bet there will be somebody pretty
Santa Fe, July 29 That the state mad when he goes to cash it
has no right to impose an occupation
tax or to impose a tax based on the
t
Petro's Specialty.
total capitalization of foreign corpora
"You wanta da hair cut?" asked he
tions engaged in interstate commerce
was the dictum cf Attorney General barber in the rush shop.
Frank Wv Clancy toda based upon re- my brother Petro."at hair cuums
"Is Petro better
cent United States supreme court de
asked the new patron.
you?"
end
to the ef
cisions. This puts an
"Petro mucha better.
forts of the state corporation commis- wonderful ghosta story an make aa
sion to collect such a tax from the hair rise, an' he no losa da time ho)dln
several corporations engaged In inter- It tto wid da comba."
state commerce.
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THREB
records in coal production were AlabaQuick Curs for Diarrhoea
COAL PRODUCTION
ma,' Illinois, Kentucky, Montana, New
FACE FULL OF
The most prompt and effectual
COD
Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
cure for diarrhoea Is Chamberlain's 8
Texas, Utah, Virginia and West VirColic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
GREATEST EVER ginia. The largest increase in the
PIMPLES AND SPOTS
When given as soon as the first un- of bituminous coal was in
natural looseness of the bowels ap--)
Pennsylvania, where 11,915,729
tons
parg one do6e is nearly always suf-- j
YEAR OF 1913 SHOWS LARGEST was added to the output of 1912. West Would Pain. Itched and Burned.
flcient to effect a cure. It should be
Virginia showed the second largest
YIELD PER CAPITA IN
Used .Cuticura Soap and Ointkept at hand for Instant use. For
gain, 4,522,295 tons and Kentucky the
TRY'S HISTORY
ment. In Two Months Was Well.
sale by all dealers. Adv. .
third largest gain, 3,126,079 tons, which
was also the largest percentage of In"240 So. California Ave., Chicago. III.
28.
The
"Home Run" Baker of the Athletics
producWashington, July
AUGUST
BELMONT,
PRESIDENT,
tion of coal in the United States has crease, amounting to 19 per cent, of all 'About a year ao my face u full of pimii livine UD to his renutation an a slur
and
rod
hples
To
the important
Wlt
one
spots.
nlnht
DEDICATES
WATERWAY TO
slorp
states. Inagain broken all previous records, the
walloper. He is leading the American
out ltrliing was almost imdiana was fourth, Illinois fifth, Ohio
THE PUBLIC
output for 1913 being 570,048,120 short
possible. Some of the pimleague in batting and going strong.
sixth
and Alabama seventh. While the
ples would get big and red
trtis. whlrh in ronslderahlv rnnra than
and If I touched them they
Ruzzard's Bay, Mass., July 2D. The
double the reduction of 1900 and mora total lncrease was very large as figur- CHANGE IN LAW FIRM
would pain, while others
in tons' the
la what may
Hoston, Cape Cod and New York canal,
Pentage
than eight times the production of 1880
would got white heads on
Santa Fe, July 29. Attorney Reed
consldere1
and Indicative of
them and when they broke
connecting Kuzeards Bay with Massa
according to a statement just Issued (J
Holloman
of Tucumcari, who was a
some
and
open
hraIthy
came
matter
Austria!
out.
chusetts
activity throughbay and enabling coatswise
by the United States eeological sur-- l 0U
They would burn and Itch vessels to avoid the
De COUntry
member
of
the constitutional conven
tmm
n, 1
xrnnnlliil r
dangerous passand I scratched thiim an that.
lino in uiuer industries sometimes they would break and bleed. age around wreck-strew"""Si
W. Parker, coal statistician. The value
Cape Cod, tion, today closed an arrangement
in the Ohio valley states, was serious
That always caused them to be worse.
was formally opened, today by August under which he will
of the coal mined In 1913 is given as
be associated
"I bought all kinls of salves and creams
ly interfered with by the great floods
1760,488,785.
and I found out that they did me no good. Belmont, of New York, president of with the law firm of Catron & Cat- the spring of 1913, and Mr. I noticed the Cuticura
the constructing and operating com
Soap and Ointment
Compared with the previous year during
; ron in this
city and will take up hia
and I sent for a free sample,
The canal shortens by 70 miles!
pany.
the output for 1913 shows an Increase Parker estimates that from 5,000,000 advertisement
residence here. Mr. Holloman has
to 10,000,000 tons of coal would have I started to use them that night. I went to tha
-.
v..LUO
of 35,581,545 tons, or nearly. 7 percent.
the drug store and bought a cake of CutiBiiiij,iug u'oiauuu
been In the practice of law for 21
The increased activity indicated by boen added to the year's output but cura Soap and some Cuticura Ointment ports to the north and the south of it
and has made himself a name,
years
1
for
this
disaster.
and
found
no
With
the pimples were drying out
violent
Although the canal has actually
these figures was well distributed
In two months I was well." (Signed) been
as a trial lawyer. He Is
. in the demand
fluctuations
especially
one
the
to
from
by
end
open
the other
states
throughout the 29
Chas. J. Peck, May 7, 1914.
also
interested in politics as
blast
actively
furnaces, steel works, and other
sirce early this month, no vessels oth
23 of which showed increases and only
a republican. The other members of
er
the
manufacturing
Industries,
demand
than those belonging to the owners
8lx decreased production, the decrease
Samples Free by Mail
of th canal, have be?n allnwsd tn the firm are United States Senator
in one of these Colorado being due for coal for those purposes shows only
Cut icura Soap and Ointment have proved
Thomas B. Catron, his eon Charles C.
a normal increase.
most valuable for the treatment of dandruff.
ks through it. The canal will be
solely to labor trouble. Of those showand Frank J. Lavan.
Catron,
The
Irritated
continued
Itching,
with
thin
decrease
in
scalps
and
use
to
tomorrow
dry,
the
traffic
'tn
and will be
ing increase 12 made record yields. of fuel oil
falling hair, irritations and chaflngs of Inin the
oil
in
all
its
details
completed
about
the
and Pennsylvania, the leading coal
fancy and for all purposes of the toilet, bath,
There Is more Catarrh In this sec-field and
in the Colorado and nursery as well as for pimples,
first of October.
blacktate, broke records In both bitumi- n A n - I the strike
.
,
lion of the country than all other dls
heads, redness and roughness of the face
timi milieu resuueo in an increased
The Cape Cod canal Is 13 miles long,
nous and anthracite production.
eases
and hands. Cuticura Soap 25c. and CutiThe states which, broke all former output of coal In the central and south
a cut through sand and boul- - few put together, and until the last
50c. are sold by druggists
was supposed to be Incur
western states. With a few exceptions cura Ointment
.ii
rs from Buzzards Bay to Sandwich, able. years
throughout, the world. Liberal sum pie of
a
For
in
great many years doctors
notably
Illinois, Indiana and Okla each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad
Mass. It has a bottom 100 feet in
dress
it a local disease and pre
prononunced
Tuticura.
Boston.'
values
T,
homa,
Dept.
in
ranged
than
higher
Blood
width, shelving out to 300 and 400 feet scribed local
former normal years,- so that from the
remedies, and by con
at the passing points, and has a
to
cure with local treat
stantly
falling
NOTICE
FOR
producers'
PUBLICATION
the
conditions in
standpoint
Knocks Rheumatism
draught of 25 feet at low tide. Greater ment,
1913 were fairly
pronounced It Incurable.. Scl
Probate Court, San Miguel County, In Its dimensions than the
satisfactory.
Suez canal, ence has proven Catarrh to be a con- The development of coal mining in New Mexico.
aa originally constructed, it can acA Remedy That Flushes the dU8try with reference to population In the matter of the estate of Fran comodate the largest coastwise vessels at'tutional disease, and therefore re.
t
nrAOATlta
f,
quires constitutional treatment Hall's
U
" aron
Dill - cib Emily Fenton, deceased.
uiciCDUU!i
Blood from Head
afloat, with one or two exceptions.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
sons.
In 1850 the coal outntit. was
To whom It may concern: Notice
At the eastern end is a massive
to Fool.
Cheney and Co., Toledo, O., is the only
7,018,181 tons, or .3 ton for each of is hereby given that the fnal report breakwater
3,000 feet long which con- cc nstltutional cure
on the market It
the 23,191,876 inhabitants; in 18S0tlie of the executor in the above entitled tains more
than 350,000 tons of gran- Is taken
Internally. It acts directly
population had increased to about
estate has been filed in said court, and ite. This is designed to protect ves
on the blood and mucous surfaces of
and the production of coal to the 7th
day of September, 1914 has sels using the canal from the storms the
system. They offer one hundred
about 71,000,000 tons; an average cf been set
by said court for the hearing that sweep across Cape Cod Bay.
collars for any case it falls to cure
1.42 tons per capita. At the close of
of objections to the same and the
The $12,000,000 which has been ex bend
for circulars and testimonials
the nineteenth century the population final settlement of
in the constructing of the canal
said estate.
pended
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO., To-was 76,303,387, an increase of a little
Witness my hand this 11th day of has been spent largely In excavating
ledo, O.
over 50 per cent as compared with
some 7,000,000 cubic feet 6f sand and
July, 1914.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
1880, while the production of coal had
boulders. In order to keep the wash
FRANCIS T. B. FEST,
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
Increased nearly 400 per cent in the
Executor. from passing vessels from wearing pation. Adv..
To pt rid of rheumatism requires thai same period and
averaged 3.53 tons
be completely flushed not a mere
the blood
away the banks have been rip- makeshift as by saltB and pain killers. The for each person. In 1913 the per
or paved with granite blocks
DISTRIBUTION
HALTED
rapped,
long record of S. 8. S. Is Important to capita
COUNTY EXAMINATIONS
production was figured at 5.85
know.
It has found Us way Into every
small
and
boulders. This
29.
Santa Fe, July
Santa Fe, July 29. In the San Mi
Judge E. C. Abection of the nation. It Is the most widely tons. In addition to this increase In
a large portion of which was done by
used and most widely talked-o- f
guel county examinations for teachthe consumption of coal the use In bott today granted an injunction tyremedy
,
there Is for nil hinnit
t
runs from six feet below to four ers'
a known fact that rheumatism is primarily recent years of petroleum and natural ing up the money paid as a purchase hand,
certificates, none was awarded a Martinez, Teofilo Madrid, Nemecio Rifeet above the high water mark. At first
Miguel Guerln, Elisa Hidalgo, Guada-tup-e
a- blood trouble.
grade and only two second grade vera, Mrs. Louise
should
for
the
be
Ramon
gas
also
considered.
price
Vigil grant by the eastern end much
It Is conceded by the closest students of
Dennis
Sanchez,
has
been
money
Hidalgo, Julia Kavanaugh, Rosa-r-i;
certificates:
Lea Ketcham of Oscuro
the subject that rheumatism la caused In ;The coal mines of the country gave H. B. Joy and four other Detroit cap
spent in the building of a "sand-catcCora Young, Juan Arellano,
most cases by an acid condition of the blood
Trambley,
and'
Lucerb,
Jose Lucero, Meleclo
Ethel
Mlllef
of
The
1913
In
in
Ranch.
the suit of H. B. Cartto an army of italists.
Valley
and aggravated by the remedies commonly employment
D. A. Baca, Louise Belsman, Ramon
er," a device calculated to keen mov
Florentino Montoya, Videlia Mon-tans
used for relief. In other cases rheumatism nearly
rriiiviDg secured third grade certifi
of a million men wright et al vs. Fred Muller et al, in
sand from choking up the mouth. cates: Abenlclo
Juan B. Estrada, perfecto Oal- Is the result of nerve depression ; In still
Guillermo Orti. Charles A. Quin
747,644.
The average number of volving a distribution of the $80,000 ing
Alcorn, Francisco Ba Duran,
others It Is the effect of some vitiated
The canal Is in reality a river, mak ca, Sallle
egos,
Felicitas
Gallegos, Lila Gallegos. tet a, Lola Romero, Jnanlta Silva, RaBlanchard, Gerald Buxton.
blood condition, having been treated with days worked by the bituminous min which was the price agreed upon for
ing all of Cape Cod an island, for Dollie Buxton, Ruth Harrison, Jose D. Josefita Garcia, Genevieve Gabaldon, mon Trojillo and Isldro
mercury, iodides, arsenic, and other poison- ers in 1913 was 232,
Trujillo.
against 233 in the grant and of which $20,000 was there is considerable difference be
ous mineral drugs.
The recoveries of all these types of 1912, while the average time made in paid in cash, and the rest in notes tween
the
tides in Massachusetts bay
rheumatism by the use of 8. 8. g. is a the anthracite mines in 1913
was the judge Abbott also appointed a re and Buzzards
wonderful tribute to the natural efficacy of
Bay, causing a sluggish
this remarkable medicine, for it Is assimi- best on record 257 days for each ceiver for the famons North
Graphic current
lated just as naturally, just as specifically, man.
The avera?o" nrnriimHnn
and just as well ordained as the most
f - " M" .... 1L not. mine at Magdalena, Socorro county The canal Is destined to play an im
acceptable, most palatable and most readily miner in the bituminous
mines in and issued an Injunction to prevent
food.
Do
to
not
a
bottle
fail
digested
get
u
of S. S. S. today, but Insist upon 8. S. 8. creased fromi 820 tons in 1912 to 838 the paying out of funds until the lit! portant part In the future commerce
You will be
Don't accept a substitute.
the
Atlantic
coast
along
of
North
Am
tons
in
1913, both being record break gaiion
astonished at the results. If your rheumainvolving claims of W. R. etica. At the
tism is of such a nature that you would ing averages, while
presentt ime more than
anthracite miners Thomas and others against the North
like to consult a great specialist confiden0,000,000 tons of freight are transport
tially, write to the Medical Dept., The Swift increased their average from 485 tons Graphic Company are
adjudicated.
Specific Co., 530 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. in 1912 to
ed over the Cape Cod route annuallv.
532 tons in 1913
including coal, 12,000,000 tons; stone,
Dangers of Cholera Morbus
300,000 tons! Nova
Scotia plaster,
In almost every neighborhood some
d5'.),ooo tons; Rockland-Rocpolime,
one has died from an attack of chol
110,000 tons; cement,; 50,000 tons: oil
era morbus before medicine could be 210
doeth my
PLECTRICITV is my
tons; ice 300,00 tons, lumber, 2,-procured or a physician summoned. OuO.000 tons and
60,000 tons
sand,
work.
Every family should be prepared for Other commodities carried In
YOUR MONEY
barges
such an emergeney. Mrs. F M. Sny and
enableth me to
freighters amount to 3,000,000 tons
mine ease.
der, Herkimer, N. Y.. says. "About while regular
lines of the
steamship
I control
four years ago my husband had an higher class
service
carry as cargo 2,000,000
my finger tips.
attack of cholera morbus. I gave him tens of
freight around the cape every
maketh the coffee in
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and year.
percolator.
Diarrhoea Remedy and it relieved the
An absence of fog along the course
toasteh the bread.
oof at
pain immediately, and 'two or three of the canal will make
lnJ1
it particularly
doses of it effected a cure." For sale
heateth the
desirable to both freight and passen
for my
shave.
by all dealers. Adv.
ger carrying vessels. Because of the
cleaneth my rugs and my carpets; the walls of
heavy fogs that prevail off the cane
aw at all times of the
year many freight
my house, and ail of my
ers and barges are forced to lay- - to
CAPITAL PAID IN
until the weather is more favorable for
8URPLUS
washeth and
my clothes.
a passage.
50,0OO.M
100,000.00
heatheth my rooms.
It Is estimated that 500,000 persons
my
My
-- fmt
a year are carried around Cape Cod.
house
would be incomplete
In the past 60 years, It is said, two
thousand vessels of various kinds have
Yea, tho I leave
house
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Santa Fe, July 29. The board of
county commissioners was in session
this afternoon to pass upon the prop
osition of Kelly & Kelly, Kansas City
bond brokers, who have submitted to
each county 'in the state a contract
under which they are to receive 5 per
cent commission for the sale of the
state good roads bond issue of $500,-000 whenever the county receives its
proportion of the bond issue, which
in the case of Santa Fe county
amounts to about $22,000, upon which
the commission would be $1,100;. The
commissions will range from $200 to
$1,700 per county and the amounts
received by each county from $4,000
to $34,000, the statute providing that
each county shall receive in proportion to the amount of state road tax
it pays into the state treasury.
The following Js tae theoretical
yield in each county fast rear from
the one mill road tax: Bernalillo
$6,030, Chaves $7,693, Colfax $9,395,
Curry $2,608, Dona Ana $3,452, Eddy
$4,121 Grant $6,423, Guadalupe $2,916,
Lincoln $2,250, Luna $0,320, MciKn-le-y
$2,5S3, Mora $2,208, Otero $2,663,
Quay $2,6S0, Rio Arriba $1,771, Roosevelt $2,682, Sandoval $1,477, San Juan
$1,020, San Miguel $3,453, Santa Fe
$3,103, Sierra $1,C44, Socorro $3,279,
Taos $1,134, Torrance $2,580. Union
$2,838, Valencia $3,930.
District Judge E. C. Abbott has set
tomorrow afternoon for the hearing
of the good roads bond test case. Catron & Catron, Assistant Attorney General Irl L. Grimshaw, United States
District Attorney Summers Burkhart
are among the attorneys who" will
argue the case.
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Mc- tives, larger .freight cars and longer
American priests, all converts from er timer Address East Las Vegas, when
w
setting up the facta cited will Santa Fe, July
B."'"
at
orders
Leave
Box
trains had vastly Increased the earnMurphey'i
the
distinction
L.
Protestantism, and has
David
Donald
has
appointed
make a valid- - defense to an action
Kim.
H
of the roads and had added
.T,U ifi.-of being the only religious institute yr Plaza hotel. Adv.
Xj laa4 &d Vi
of Raton and Miss Jessie P. ing power
the
to
proper,
people
give
brought
,i
to the responsibilities
correspondingly
,f,
of '.clerics of American origin lnThe
notaries
public.
Carroll
tttHjT'."
of Santa Fe
,.. fair and equitable rates.
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calves- $610.05.
Chicago
.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market steady. Buffalo . .
Batteries: Hendrix and
Lambs, $7.4g8: yearlings $56.25;
wethers' $4.75,!ff.5,75; ewes $4.25
Schultz, Moore and Blair.
-

$C!fif8,4n;

PERSONALS

t

trade
Miss Helen Noyes returned this
afternoon from an extended trip
through the south. Miss Noyes visit
ed relatives in Louisiana and Missis
sippi.
Mr. and Mrs. Felipe Ribera return
ed, this afternoon to their home at
Santa Fe after having spent the past
week in this city visiting with friends
and relatives.
Mrs, F. E. Green left last night for
her home in Kansas. She has been
in this city for the past few weeks
rand,a relatives.visiting? friends
s.ttL.x-

ts

;''. ;f

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
were
Chicago, July 29. Brakes
clamped down hard today on the wheat
market as a result of commission
houses demanding almost prohibitive
margins on all grades. The opening,
to 3 cents down, was
whoch was
followed by numerous rallies, but not
or a lasting sort. The close was weak
cents down as compared
S'& to 4
v?th last night.
Corn showed some firmness at the
outset, but soon followed the wheat
5cwn grade. After opening
cent
under last night and displayed but
little power to recover.
Oats developed comparative strength
at first but the collapse of wheat
checked buying. The result was a setback, though not so pronounced as in

turn.

v

,

Weakness seized provisions when,
grain failed to advance. Moderate upturns were quickly more than wiped
tut. The closing quotations were:
Wheat, July 88; Sept. 88.'
Com, July 74; Sept 71.
Oats, July $35; Sept. 36.
Pork, July $23.25; Sept. $20.60.
Lard, Sept $1012; Oct. $10.20.
Ribs, Sept. $11.92; Oct. $11.47.
,

KANSAS

CITY

Kansas City,

LIVE

July
Market

29.

STOCK
HogB,

re-

higher. Bulk
ceipts
$8.859; heavy $8.959; packers.an.1
butchers $8.909.05; lights $8.80$
;
8.S5; pigs $8;508.80.
Cattle, receipts 5.500. Market steals. Prime fed steers $9.409.85
dressed beef steers $7. 909. 30! western 'steers $79; stackers and feeders
4,000.

0

5

0

1

FIVE
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SEGREGATED

'

4.75.

Luciano Gonzales of Uecos is visit,
ing business associates today.
Miss lone Peacock, a former resident
of Vegas, spent a few hours in thla
She
.city last night visiting friends.
Is on her way to Denver from Los
Angeles.. .
William Mertsching has accepted a
of
position on the mountain division
the Santa Fe as a fireman. He anl
his family will move to Lamy.
Professor R. W, Jennings of Solano
Is visiting his friends in this city.
Eugenio Romero, chairman of the
Mora county road board, J. F. Cuius,
secretary, and Lee Devine left today
for Santa Fe to attend the good roals
convention.
District Attorney C, W. G. Ward returned yesterday evening from Mora
county where he has been for the past
week.
is visGeorge H. Bedford of Denver
the
city.
iting
Mrs. George Smith is visiting with
relatives in the city. Mrs. Smith forremoved
merly lived, in Las Vegas but
fall.
to Chicago last
Edward Mitchell of St. Iiouis is registered at one of the hotels.
for
Ike Bacharach leaves tonight
New York 'city by the way of Denver.
His son "Herman will join him at Denver and accompany him on a trip
through the east.
De Forest Lord left this afternoon
for his home at Santa Fe. He has
been camping in the hills above town
for the past ten, days.
Mrs.. Brownie Reynolds left today
for Santa Fe.
O. F. Zottman of Albuquerque Is visiting the city.
C. S. Cramer of Springer is in the
city attending a few business matters.
E.sR. Jones, general superintendent
of the Wells Fargo company, passed
through this city last night. They are
on their way to Mexico City from Los
Angeles via New York City.
LeRoy Helfrich, formerly agent for
the Wells Fargo company in this city
spent z few hours here last evening
visiting with old friends. Mr. Helfrich
joined Mr. Jones and his party.
A party of Clayton boosters passed
!rtrough here this morning on their
to the good roads convention at
'8anta Fe. They were traveling in
two cars. G. C. Granville and G. Lt
March were in a Bulck and Carl Ek:
lund was In a Hupmobile runabout. ;
" ' Tom Tipton Is visiting with, his p'ar-- t
ents. Tipton is on a furlough from the
'
navy and will spend several weeks In
fi''thisi city before returning to duty,
'tot- John H. Hicks of Santa Rosa is a
visitor in the city.
C. T. Van Ardsale, of the Gibson Art
company of Cincinnati, is visiting the

7 12

WEDNESDAY,

From week to week thl. .pace wilf
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evidence of growth:

DISTRICT

At Pittsburgh
R H. K.
8 12 4
Kansas City 1
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
,
TRIAL IN CHICAGO HAS DEMON12 15 0
New York, July 29. From a feverish Pittsburgh .
STRATED FUTILITY OF
Batteries: Adamas, Henning, Harace" "much lower opening today's mar-l-e- t
THE SYSTEM
changed its course in ehort'order ris and Easterly, Ezenroth; Knetzer,
to one of active strength and many net LeClair and Berry.
29. "Segregation
July
Chicago,
sains, due to ixtenslve buying by Inmeans protected vice and corruption
At Baltimore
vestors. The closing was strong. The
R H. E. of officials," Mayor Carter Harrison
fj
5
7 1
lawt sales were':
Indianapolis
declared today at his fishing camp in
6 4
2
Baltimore
BSi
Amalgamated Copper
Michigan. Abandonment of the policy
10214
Batteries:
and Texter; of segregation of the social evil is to
American Sugar Refining
Moseley
93
Atchison .
Conley and Jacklitsch.
bo his policy In Chicago, he was re103 i
Northern Pacific
ported as stating. The new stanl- 154 Vi
Western League
Reading
point marks a radical change In th9
91
R. H. E.
At Wichita
Southern. Pacific
mayor's views.
120
4 10 1
St. Joseph
Union Pacific
"I have reached the .conclusion," he
9 6 2
564 Wichita
United States Steel
viae quoted today as saying, "that my
108
Batteries: Brown, lfferty and Grif Ideas of the pice question have been
United States Steel, pfd
36
Chino Copper
fith; Durham, Baker and Jones.
I have no hesitation now in
wrong.
subscribing to the general indictment
R. H. B.
At Topeka
of the segregating plan. Its worst as-- .3
6 2
:'
Topeka ..,
pect is the corrupting Influence It
THE
OF
CLUBS
STANDING
2
6 0
Des Moines
overthe entire law enforcing
,
Batteries: Grover and Rapp;
the arm of the government. CommerTurner, Mogridge and Haley.
cialized vie? !s a rrlnie and the only
remedy is epref sion The policeman
National League
R. H. hi vhn tal es
At Lincoln
graft from protected vice
L.
0 3 6
W.
Pet. Lincoln ,
n will be taking it from pickpockets
fi
33
.607 Sioux City
1
New York .......... .51
.
.,
p:'d burg&rs.
;
38
.573
Batteries: Scoggins and Blnc'..urn;
Chicago j
,51
"Chit:aa;o is through with the segre-- j
.543 Gasper and Crisp.
42
St.' Louis'..'.'..50
rnie'l v'ff Idea. You can never entlre-l- .477
45
Boston
....41
eliminate prostitution In any large
''Omaha-Denve43
r
41
.461
Cincinnati
postponed; r.i'n.
y we can drive It under cover and
jr'
47
.453
39
Philadelphia
we can make it unprofitable for those
.447
47
AMENDMENT
CONSTITUTIONAL
..38
Pittsburgh
who would capitalize the weakness of
47
.434
P.rooklyn . . ... .....36
Washington, July 29. A constitu- others.
....
tional amendment to make lt unlawful
"Segregation Is a farce. The city
for any person to be appointed, elect- cannot go into
American League
partnership with such
W.
Pet ed or chosen to public office, federal, a business." .
.629 state or otherwise, for a term of more
33
56
Philadelphia .
.551 than 15 years, and making all judicial
41
51
Boston ... ... ,tr
.544 federal offices, except in the 'United
41
49
Washington
PACIFIC COASTER OUT
.516 States supreme court, and all United
45
48
Detroit
attorneys,
45
.511 States marshals, district
47
Chicago
OF GOLF TOJHNAIIENT
postmasters,
45
.500 revenue collectors and
45
St Louis
was
voters
elective
etc.,
.416
37
52
by regular
New York
61 , .330 proposed in a joint resolution today OTHER CONTESTANTS
30
Cleveland
DROP OUT
by Representative Moon of TennesOF PLAY AT GRAND
see, It would not affect those now
Federal League
RAPIDS
W.
L.
Pet. holding office.
.578
38
52
Grand Rapids, Mich., July 29. Jack
Chicago . . ,
FOREST FIRES IN MONTANA
.541
47
40
lltimore , . .
Neville of San Francisco, the Pacific
.541
40
47
Missoula, Mont, July 29 Two hun- coast champion; Harold Weber of To.Igjjjanapolls
men were engaged today fighting ledo and Howard B. Lee of Detroit,
dred
38
.537
.44
.
....
Brooklyn v .
43
.404 forest fires in a heavy stand of spruce were
42
Buffalo .
practically eliminated from the
50
.457 on Canadian river in the Flathead Roll championship tournament
42
Kansas( City,.,.
Assistant Forester
48
.435 National forest.
37
Their opponents had such long leads
Pittsburgh v.'..
52
.422 Preston left here yesterday to take at the conclusion of the 18 holes which
...38
St Loyda
i
charge. The fire is the worst thus constituted the first half of today's
':'.-.....:(;if."-far
M
developed among the dozen burn match play rounds that the contests
oi.:WBtern League
W.
ing in various portions of western seemed to be as good as over.
v
Pet
L
COW JW!1
;,'..
40 ' .600 Montana, fanned by warm .winds. "We
The second round of match play for
..60
Sioux City ,....
.582 are facing a repetition of the great the western amateur championship be
41 ,
...57
Denver
6 the
.561 fires in 1910,' said District Forester gan today
43
St..- Joseph-;;- .
Kent Country
..55
out
we
can
"unless
H.
Cox,
.520
. . .
47
stamp
course
Sixteen
club
L,
survivors of the
Lincoln
,
..51
.500 these fires before they run together."
Pes Moines'..-.....50 50
struggles which took place yesterday
51
.474
started away to play the first 18 hiles.
...
..46
Omaha
' Kenneth
LONGWOOD TENNIS PLAY
.400
60
Wichita
Edward found it necessary
..40
a
of
29.
Possession
to return home. His match today with
64
.36
Boston, July
..37
Topeka
Us:
second leg on the Longwood Bowl was D, E. Sawyer of Wheaton went to the
the prize for which Maurice E. Mc- latter by default
s
..
Laughlin, challenger, and William M.
Nepille's poor putting gave E. P. Al"
TODAY'S BASEBALL
Johnston, holder of the trophy, both lis, of Milwaukee, the forenoon round,
of San Francisco were to contend on five up. Time and again when Neville
the lawn tennis courts of the , Long-woo- d had easy chances on the greens he
Cricket club, today.
spoiled them by his erratic work. On
National League
tlio thirteenth Neville had a short putt
CARELESS DRESSING
to wind the hole in two, but he took
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Newport, July 29. The men of New- four strokes to Allis two.
Cincinnati at New York.
port have gone in for "careless dressThe contest between Chick Evans
ing " As there has been such a scar- and Howard B. E. Lee of Detroit was
Pittsburgh at New York.
city of men here, there has not been a never in doubt, Evans' medal card
"-American League
protest heard from the women. The was 72; 35 out and 37 in, while Lee
men
at
deserve to play tennis in flannel to 78.
Detroit,
Washington
trousers and flannel or silk shlrfs,
i New .York at Cleveland.
Imperative business matters resultwhite for the most part, that they may ing from the war cloud hovering
.Philadelphia at St. Louis.
jump Into their motor cars, and rush
caused thef 'latter to return to
' Boston at Chicago.
to Baily's Beach for the early after- Chicago. Results of the forenoon round
s"
noon swim. While in the surf their resulted as follows:
Federal League
garments are drying artificially someWalter led Standish 2 up. Stanton
Chicago at Buffalo.
times in the sun.
led Weber 7 up. JIale led Hunter 3 up.
Indianapolis at Baltimore.
Kansas City at Pittsburg.
Gardner led Faunce 2 up. Evans led
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
CONSUL APPOINTED
Lee 5 up. Allis led Neville 5 up.
Washington,
July,,, 29. President
Wilson today nominated Cornelius FerWestern League
GRAND JURY FOR MURDER
Denver at St. Joseph.
ris, Jr., of Colorado to be consul at
Boulder, Colo., 'July 29. A. call was
Blue Field, Nicaragua,
Lincoln at Des Moines.
Issued today for a grand Jury to in
Sioux City, at Wichita
vestigate the killing of Champ N.
Omaha at Topeka.
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Smith of Eldora, whose body was
Chicago, July 29. An important found in a mine tunnel several weeks
stage in the tournament of the West- ago., Wilson Davis was arrested yesYESTERDAY'S RESULTS
ern Tennis association at the Onwen-thi- a terday and held for investigation In
Country club was reported today connection with the death.
when a number of hard matches were
i" ". American Leacue
on the program and some crack play
MOTOR BQAT RACES,
.,
R.H.EI ers were due to be eliminated.
.At Detroit- Lake George, N. X. July ,29. Ideal
. 4 8 1
Detroit
weather conditions seemed assured .to-- .
3 5 1
,
Philadelphia
CLAFLIN PERMANENT RECEIVERS day for the opening late this afternoon
Batteries: Daiiss and McKee; Bush
New York, July
Hand in Of the first of the three day motor boat
;
,
and Schang.
the federal district court signed today races for the championship of North
an order making permanent the ap- America and the gold cup of the Ame
At Chicago
R.H.E.
Qf Joseph B. Martindale rican Power Boat association.
2
New' York
3 3 pointment
Frederick Aj. Juillard as receivers
and
6 9 0
Chicago
CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATES
j
for the H. B, Claflin company, as rec
Dallas, Texas, July 29. Practically
ommended by the creditors.
At St Louis
R. H. E.
ct.mplete returns from Saturday's state
7 13 0
Washington
democratic primary today show that J.
3 11 0
St. Louis
H. 'Davis, Sulphur Springs, and Jeff
Batteries:
Boehling and A. WilMcLeMore, Houston, were nominated
WITH THE BOXERS
liams; Hamilton, Taylor, Hoch, James
for congressmen at large.
and Agnew, Crossln.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
MANY KILLED BY EXPLOSION
4 10 U
Cleveland
Todelo, Spain, July 29. Twenty-fivHarry Lewis, the Philadelphia wel
3 3 2 ter
Boston
ho had been forced to quit the
people were killed and 50 others
Batteries: 'Mitchell and CNell; Col- game, has started his brother Gus in injured, some of them fatally, by an
and. ' Cady, Carrigan, the sport
lins,1 'iCoiumb$
. explosion of fireworks during a local
Thqnvis).1'' '!
Willie Beecher has signed forvtwo festival today.
.
I' i i .'i, :
bouts in September. He is to meet
?te'deral
ly.iiili
Joe Azevedo In San Francisco and
League
Regular dance at F. B. hall tonight
'. H.H.E.
Milwaukee.
Adv.
in
White
... ...
Charley
t
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PRESIDENT CONFERS

PRAY FOR RAIN AND

MRS. O'M ALLEY BACK

La-kof- f,

.3

WITH BUSINESS MAN
OF WHOLESALERS
COMMITTEE
VISITS WHITE HOUSE AND

thought 1J necessary ' to prevent un
fair competition, but feared some of
its features would seriously interfere
with' business organizations operated
on a email scale.
For more than half an hour the
president and the business men had
a detailed discussion. Afterward the
leaders of the delegation said they
were generally greatly encouraged by
the president's attitude.

t

,

il'...

29:--Ju-

KNOWN

Kim by thus making our request to
Itim, with thanksgiving, still trusting
in His goodness and mercy in all
things."

FEDERAL LEAGUE GETS

MASTER

COURT
POSTPONES
OF INJUNCTION
UNTIL SEPTEMBER

HEARING

I

I

,

TODAY IN CONGRESS

....

I
l

I
I

Senate:'' Met at 11 a.
Foreign

m.

began

relations-committ- ee

work on Secretary Bryan's 20 peace

treaties;
Debate was continued on the trade
commission bill and Senator Culber
son offered an amendment to define

unfair competition.
"House: Met at noon.
"

Tile conference report on the Indian
appropriation bill containing many
disputes was considered.
The insular committee decided not
to hold hearings on the bill for Phil
ippine independence.
The conference report on the Indian
appropriations bill was accepted and
the measure goes to the president.
Consideration of the bill to extend
time of payments for settlers on irrigated lands was resumed.
The naval committee favorably reCaptain
ported a bill to reinstate
John H. Gibbons, recently plucked.

She has made a name for herself in
this state aat
violinist and pianist
and many of her friends are anxious
to hear her since her recent studies.
She wil leave immediately for the'
mountains, where she will spend sev
eral weeks resting up before begin'
nlng her regular work.

SHORT END IN COURT
UlSTRICT

I

'n

over-Europ-

INVOCATION

Mrs. Charles O'MaDey returned last
St.. Louis. July 29. A majority of
Washington, July 29. President
'
Wilson held another conference today the Protestant congregations in this evening from New York city, where
on business conditions and the pend- city tonight will offer special prayers she has been for the past five months
ing trust hills with a delegation of for rain and for relief from the Intense studying music under Henry Schra- business men representing varied in- heat. The movement originated at a dieck. Mr. Schradieck is not as well
terests throughout the country.
meeting of the St Louis Bible train known as some of the New York masA delegation of wholesalers present- ing school whose head. Dr. J. H. ters but he has a musical reputation,
ed a brief opposing the "one price Davis, issued the following announce envied by all who know of hia work.
and exclusive agency" features of the ment:
He writes for the Etude and several
"Not that we would appear to dictate articles on-- ; big work
Clayton bill, and several sections of
hvjsbeen writ
the trade commission bill. They told to God, but we are comforted in look ten by the editor of the, publication.
Mr. Wilson they approved of the pro ing to Him In confidence in his lore
Mrs. O'Malley is an artist of Tin- ceedings in a general way and and compassion, and gladly honoring doubted ability along musical lines.

.

.

YORK

PROTESTANTS IN ST. LOUIS SET COMPLETES SPECIAL COURSE OF
ASIDE SPECIAL HOUR FOR
MUSIC STUDY UNDER WELL

PRESENTS BRIEF

,

'

FROUNEi'

RELEIF FROM HEAT

St. Louis, July 29. Representatives
of organized baseball claimed a bte
victory in the legal battle, with the
eaeral league when Judge J. H.
Trieber Art the United States-- .District
Court here today postponed Until Sep
tember a hearing of tb St. LouIb
F'ederal League Club
to have
dissolved the .injunction against
Marzans, the Cuban fielder
io Jumped from the Ctast.n i.i Nationals.
la so far as the Federal league
schedule closes In October it was considered doubtful If a decision will be
rendered in time to permit Marzans to
play again this season.
At-mfn-

OFFICIALS ARRESTED
Washington, July 29. Deputy Commissioner Jones of the fisheries bu
reau investigating
charges against
government
agents on the Pribllof
islands, reported to Secretary Red- riem today that warrants of arrest
had been issued for P. R. Hatton and
I. N. Tongue, agent and store
keeper,
respecUvely, on Sl Paul's. JsJnnrt
charging debauching of native women.
SENATE TO HEAR ROOSEVELT lesnmony relating to other aeents
Washington, July 29. The senate has been forwarded to officers of the
foreign relations committee today de- department of Justice.
cided to inform Colonel Roosevelt, in
After a brilliant winning streak at
response to his request for a hearing
in opposition to the treaty to pay Co- home the Chicago White Sox cracked
lombia $25,000,000 for the partition of badly on their eastern trip.
Panama that he would be heard whenever the committee
determined to
take up the convention. Senators
said, however, that ft was not prob
able that any further consideration of
the treaty would be had at this session of congress.

NEW POSTAGE STAMPS
Washington, July 29. As its contri
bution to the celebration thla year of
centenary of peace between Great, Bri
tain and United States, the postofflce
deparmtent was preparing today to
Issue two and 5 cent stamps, the' designs of which have been approved by
Postmaster General Burleson. Th9
stamps of two and, five cent denomination will be ready for Issue early in.
the fall. The word, "Peace;
will be on each. The two cent stamp
will have no It a hemisphere, with a
female figure on the left holding an
American flag, on the right
afigure
bearing a British flag, the two, clasp
ing hands across the hemisphere.
On
the five cent stamp will be a wingei
fisrure typifying the spirit ofpeace, and
with a dove of peace flying before it
1814-191-

COMPANY MUSTERED OUT
Colorado Springs, Colo., July 29.
The court of inquiry, consisting of
Major E, J. Boughton, Judge advocate;
MjiJor J. B. Goodlwn and "Captain E.
. Linderfelt,
which has been investi
gating conditions In Company K, Colorado National Guard, today recom-- .
mended the mustering out of the com-penEquipment of the company at
the armory wa3 loaded this morning
for shipment "to Denver. A consider-i-M- e
quantity of rifles and other equipment, It is said is missing, and both
militiamen and civilians, in whose possession the articles are said to be, will
be prosecuted.
y.
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DETROIT TROTTING RACE,
Detroit, Mich., July 29. The rich
merchants and manufacturers stake in
which since 1889 green trotters have
contended for the $10,000 prize and es
tablished their mark, took on a now
aspect when thi3 year's renewal was
raised from the 2:24 to 2.14 clasa. Ten
horses weren named to start in the
stake this afternoon.
PARIS

mm

HOTTER"
$13 li ilk
J

in.

ill

j

,i ...

BOURSE WEAK

Paris, July 29. The Bourse opened
weak today. Prices were affected by
the drop in New York yesterday but
little business was done. French 3
per cent rentes were r. little better
than yesterday at 78.
,

the best in all

e

The funeral of baby Paul Haword,
the Infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C. Roberts, was held this morning at 10 o'clock from the Church of
Ir fer
the Immaculate Conception.
ment was made in St Anthony's cemetery.
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What Every Mother Wants to
Know About Her Baby
By Anna Steese Richardson
Director of the Better Bable Bureau of the Woman1!
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mothers who have
(These articles are based on questions asked by
in the difQcult and
assistance
Homo
for
Companion
turned to the Woman's
and answerEach
babies.
presented
their
question
ot
rearing
task
delicate
the
mothers.
one
represent
They
but
by many
ed here was a.sked not by
Mrs. Richardson
mother.
tha
of
average
and
problems
general 'questions
readers
Js entirely willing to answer personally any further question that
Eiav Wln to semi iu uci.i
for your physician. Inflamma
l.Hov soon after birth should a tionSend
is often the symptom of the dreoJ
bathed?
be
taby
for two thirds of
Immediately after btrth Uie baby's disease responsible
If the inflamchildren
of
with
Uindess
the
rubbed
thoroughly
be
body should
a
not
la
mation
symptom, it is due to
olive oil or vaseline. Then he is wrapcleanliness. Wash
and
rare
of
lack
old
blan
of
wool,
ped in a soft piece
with
Yet or shawl while the nurse attends the baby's eyes night and morning Iuke-Mra
into
absorbent
made
cotton,
is
dipped
the mother. After the latter
solution of boric acid, one even
comfortable, the nurse makes a warm
and
teaspoonful to a cup of water. Use a
cuds of pure castile or white soap,
fresh piece of absorbent cotton every
old
linen
clean
washes off the oil with
of
time you wjish the baby's eyes. Never
fresh
a
piece
Then.
tiBing
or gauze.
with
suds
expose the eyes of a young baby to a
cloth, she rinses off the
thef
tender
strong light. Keep the nursery or bed
and
warm
pats
water,
clear
so
flesh dry with old linen or towels. The room' dark. Turn crib and carriage
on
the
not
fall
does
must
the
that
light
flesh of the very young baby
never bo rubbed, always patted dry, baby's face. Even when showing the
not allow the
and then powdered with talcum, espe new baby to guests, do
strike
his
to
eyes.
creases,
forms
light
flesh,
the
cially where
5, how can I cure the scales which
This sponge bath on the nurse's lap
on my baby's scalp?
forn?
week
a
is
is given daily until the baby
Rub the head nightly with sweet oil,
or ten days old, or when the cord
comes off Alter that the baby has a vaseline or pure cold cream. In the
morning wash this off gently with old
dailv bath in a tub of its own.
him
linen or gauze, pat the scalp dry and
2 - My baby rcreams when I lay
bath
him
a
Should
I
apply witch hazel. Never use a fine
give
In the tub.
tooth comb or rough towel to remove
under euch circumstances?
the scales. If this treatment is not efthe
cause
of
Try to 'earn the
screams. The water may he too hot fective, consult your doctor.
8
My baby suffers
greatly with
or too cold. It should register 100 detreat it?
I
should
heat.
How
rash.
at
is
the
until
baby
grees Fahrenheit
least elcht weeks old. After that It Stop the use of Boap. Tie a cupful
85. Cold of bran in a piece of cheesecloth and
inay be reduced gradually to
water shocks a baby. Terbaps you do squeeze into the bathwater until the
not hold the baby properly in the tub latter turns milky. Bathe the baby in
end he may be afraid of slipping or this, pat dry and powder with talcum.
worn by
falling under the water. Never let his Tie sure that the little slips
trim-nu-nor
starched
not
are
It
the
so
that
baby
head slip under the water,
with lace or embroidery to chafe
can run Into his eyes, mouth and nose.
careSupport the back and head firmly un neck and wrists. Be especially
a
use
the
Never
dia
ful
about
an
diapers.
the
and
left
grasp
hand,
der your
kles with your right; then slip the per the second time without washing.
little body gently under the water. Wash with good soap and rinse thorContinue to support the head and back oughly, dry in sun, fold but do not
with your left hand and wash the baby ii on.
7. How do I wash my baby's mouth?
ith your right. Never let him lose
The mouth of the very young baby
f o feeling of comfort and support should
not be washed. The mucous
en by your left hand, and he may
l
'ess fearful. If this does not cure membrane is very tender. If broken,
V fear, consult your doctor. The the mouth may become infected. If
l 'iy may be highly nervous and need the mouth looks clean and sweet, and
I has no tiny white threads or flakes
v vlical attention.
J on Its pink surface, it needs no atten
a
for
young;
better
a
nonge
3.Is
tion. If these appear, the mouth must
laby's skin than cloths?
No. Sponges hold germs and can in- be swabbed out with absorbent cotton
fect a child's skin, if it is scratched. w rapped round a blunt wooden tooth
Soft old linen, old towels or gauze are pick, dipped in boric water, one even
better. Throw them away after using, tor rpoon of borax to three ounces or
or wash, boil and rough dry them with six tablespoons of boiled water. Use
great care. Never use on a baby a tMs after each nursing or feeding.
When the baby is three months old,
towel used by older persons.
4
My baby's eyelids are a little In- wash the mouth dally, and as soon as
flamed at times, and sometimes seem teeth appear, cleanse them with, a soft
tc stick together with mucous. What cloth at first, and then with a tiny soft
shall I do?
trrsh.

75he

SURE
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Aquarium

Seem by Their Antics to Be
Enjoying Themselves.

Companion

i

1

'orpolset

BY

WEDNESDAY,

The five big porpoises at the aquarium dash about in their pool and
lometinies Jump out of the water,
icatterlng spray in all directions when
'.hey come down, relates the New York
Times. Sometimes they expel the air
!rom their lungs when their heads are
in inch or two below the Furface,
ind then they seem to be spouting.

OPTIC

LOBBY

fHl

RESTAURANT

AND

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNER!
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLM

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

JAJJT

CHAPMAN

ii

LODGE

COLUMN

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

102 Meets every Monday night in
Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
In
third Thursday
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
&rh month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, president;
T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Baily,
b. others cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Treasurer.
Petten. Secretary.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
day evenings each month at Wood
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - men hall. Visiting brothers cordially
conclave secona xues- - invited to attend. C. N. Douglas, W.
yf uiar
dey In each montn at Ma V.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- A.

M.

Suspended over the center of the
jorpoise pools, about four feet above
'.he water, was a circle of incandes-;en- t
ADVERRATES TOR CLASSIFIED
electric lamps. In their splashTISEMENTS
ing about In the pool the porpoises
ften splashed water up on this light
; Five
cents per line each Insertion.
fixture, and every now and then a
1
Pitlmat mitt nrHlnam uinrrfft
lln.
lash of water would work through
She But, dear, are you sure you! No
t Joint or an open space somewhere,
ad to occupy less space than two
be
true
to
one
girl?
rtiort circuit the wires and put out could
All advertisements
charged
He Why, I could be true to a lines
I light After a number of the lights
will be booked at space actually set
dozen.
manner
this
lad been put out in this
without regard to number of words-Casflxture was taken out and another
In advlnce preferred.
HE KNEW HIM WELL
The new fixture is ten feet above
LOCAL TIME CARD
the surface of the water, where the
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo
spray thrown by the porpoises in their
in
each
cation first Monday
antics can scarcely reach it Under
month at Masonic Temple
had
been
East Bound
the old fixture there
placed
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
a netting to soften the light, which
Arrive
Depart
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-It had been thought might be too
No. 1.... 7:20 p. m
7:4S s. m
unaccustomed
tary.
the
for
porpoises,
bright
No. 4. ...11:54 p. m
11:61 p.
to electric lights in their natural surNo. I.... 1:25 a. m..... 1:34 a.
roundings; under the new and higher
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
No. It.,.. 1:35 p. m
1:04 f.
,
fixture there has been placed a white
MAtW
OPTICS NUMII
4. Meet
every Monday evening at
translucent shade to make the light
West Bound
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
still softer.
.
Arrive
Depart
brethren cordially invited, to attend. No.
1:10 p. m...., 1:34 . 2,
1....
J. Frtedenstine, N. O.; A. T. Rogers, No.
4:44 a.
PEST OF THE WEST INDIES
I.... 1:35 a. m
FOR RENT Furnished house, 915 V. G.; T. M. FJwood, Secretary; Karl No. 7.... 4:20 p. m...., 4:34 p. aV
Sixth street. Dr. W. P. Mills, phone Wertz, Treasurer; C V. H edit cock, No. I.... 1:35 p. m..M, 7:44 ft. tt
Planters Wage War Against Species
Cemetery Trustee.
Main 295.
of Crabs That Are Destructive
to the Vegetation.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
PIANO for rent. 417 Eighth street
A curiously destructive pest of
fourth Tuesday evening of each
British
of
the
Jobson Springer is always loud in
Grand Cayman island
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep- month Ellis" home on NlnO street
West Indies is found in certain species the praises of his wife.
,
Dobson Well, any woman who'd
ing rooms, furnished complete; rent and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
of crabs. They not only partake ravenare cordially invited. Wm. H. Springtheir
but
edible,
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln.
of
deserves
praise.
everything
marry Springer
ously
er, Exalted
burrows do great damage, and they
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
This
fill these burrows with every kind of
TURNED ABOUT
Secretary.
FURNISHED rooms for lighthousestolen small articles. A bulletin of
711 Sixth street.
Ing.
Kew Gardens notes that such utterly
Silver
KNIGHT3 AND LADIES OF SECURuseless objects as knives and pocket
COUNCIL
2390
Meets
No.
in
ITY,
compasses are hidden away.
-- if
use
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
Eggs from under a setting lien are
and
hen
not
the
herself,
first and third Mondays of each
devoured, if
EMPRESS
so many leaves of seedling cocoanut
FOR SALE Good driving or saddle month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
trees are eaten that 6 to,10 per cent
horse, also buggy and harness. In Ladies always welcome. O. L. FreeFLOUR
of the plants may require replacing In
man, President; Miss Cora Montague;
quire 926 Fourth street
the
which
from
newly cleared ground
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
crabs have been thoroughly thinned
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
r
It ' giving yow
Deputy,
FOR SALE
out Patches of thin soil In the bush
typewriter
Assistant Deputy, 1011
become covered with vegetation after
stand and cover, practically new Montague
a present for dothe complete driving away of the
Cash or payments. Geo. A. Fleming, Sixth street. East Las Vegas, N. M.
uncrabs.
They shut themselves
ing something
603 Lincoln avenue.
derground in the early part of the
L. O. O. MOOSE
Meets second and
you 'd do tor
vpnr to chance their shells, and for
each
p
fourth
rubbish
i i way when you
Thursday
evening
their barricades of sticks and
s
month at W. O. W. ball. Visiting
they nip off or root up saplings
leam how Much
of an inch in diameter. An
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V.
WANTED
Girl
for
characteristic,
housework.
general
other reprehensible
BeerEMPRESS
Darts, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary.
322 Grand avenue.
less harmful to the planter, is can
FLOUR Ttalb m.
nibalism.
I. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE
NO.
S41,
Made by GERHicks The automobile about put
I. O. of B. B. Meets every Brit Toes-dathe horse out of business.
Masterpiece In Mosaic.
MAN
PROCESS
of the month In the vestry room
Nicks Yes, and soon the aeroplane
At Ivry, a Paris suburb, has Just
died a remarkable old man, a septua will put the autofeiobile out of busi LOST Lady's gold neck chain and ot Temple Montefiore at t o'clock
ONE COUPON FROM
He died ness.
genarian named Ftalssard.
locket
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Call at 725 Seventh street m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
in poverty, but had he chosen he
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
FIVE
and receive reward.
STAMPS
could have become one of the most
FORCE OF HABIT
BRINGS YOU THE
Secretary.
Greenclay,
As It
famous European sculptors.
SPOON
IT'S
was, he finished life as he began i- tDR. F. B. HUXMANN
GENUINE WM.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
more or less penniless. When a boy
Dentist
ROGERS &
he was apprenticed to a marble cut
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Dental work of any description at
SONS' A A
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the
ter, and he at once discovered his
For 50
STANDARD
moderate prices
Dowers in this direction.
second
fourth
Tuesdays of
agd
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
years, says the London News, he had
SILVER
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
continued to execute the most beauMain 381. Residence Phone Main 411 Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
PLATE- -r
tiful works of art, mostly in mosaics.
BEAUTIFUL
Tlsitini
Montague, Local Deputy.
M. Fraissard's masterpieces took him
FRENCH.
(Copyright, 1914, by the Woman's Home Companion)
members are especially weloae and
years to perfect.
GEO. H. HUNKER
nearly twenty-fou- r
?REY (STERInvited.
It is a black marble table. In the
cordially
Attorn
LING) FINISH
IN EAST LAS VEGAS
LAYMAN MISSIONARY MOVEMENT
middle is a chessboard, on either side
Las Vegas,-NeEast
Mexico.
The Evidence Is Supplied by Local
Lake Geneva, Wis., July 29. The of which are playing cards arranged
OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
in fans. On the table are dominoes
Testimony
804. Meets second and
CIL
NO.
fourth summer conference ot the lay- and
dice, cigars and cigarettes, and
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
If the reader wants stronger proof
can be ok- In O. R. C. hall,
curth
Thursday
All
silver.
and
Profesional Health Culture for Ladle Pioneer
than the following statement and ex- men's missionary movement opened several ofcoins in gold
members
building. Visiting
course, are inlaid. The
these,
tamed in tnu cny uom
Hair and Scalp Treatment Manicure, are
perience of a resident of East Las here today with every indication of
cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
in the table, beside the black
Facial Massage, Chiropody; Baths
eclipsing its predecessors in the size marble, are agate, onyx, porphyry,
Vegas, what can it be?
Q. K.; Frank Angel. F. S.
and Massage With Strict AtA. Underwood, 806 National Ave., of the attendance and the prominence
malachite, lapis lazuli, the tones ot
tention to Doctor's
of the leading participants. The ses- which are black, red, orange, blue
East Las .Vegas, says: "Doan's
and white. Ninety different kinds of
Prescription
rey Pills, which I got at the Center sions will continue five days and will marble
also were used.
Lady Customer Can you give me a
Block Pharmacy, brought me relief be participated in by distinguished
1,000 lbs., or More, Each Dslvsry ........ M..v.tto psr 1H As.
two-cestamp?
HOTEL ROMAINE
from backache and kidney trouble. lay and clerical leaders of numerous
...-- . 25c psr 1M Ike.
1,000 Iba, to 2,000 lbs., Each Deilvsry
Drug Clerk No'm; but I can give Phone Main 155,
Fittina Hornet to Salaries.
James M. S peers of
fSince then, I have used them off and denominations.
Main
Distance
Long
per 1N Ike.
200 lb, to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery ..w..--8- o
"Buy your house according to your you something Just as good. Here are
44.
Office Hours:
1:30 p. m. to
tn, whenever I have needed a kidney New York is to preside as chairman salary."
t
two
per 1M la.
Each
20
to
stamps.
Delivery
lbs.,
60 Iba,
,.....v.-43:30 p. m, Las Vegas, N. 1C
medicine and they have done good of the conference, assisted by John
Mo psr 1M !
.-.employers of labor In smallthan 6 Ibe, Each Delivery
Larger
Less
Vork. If my kidneys aren't acting T. Stone of Baltimore and James D. er communities where it can be done
IN ZOO SOCIETY
Just righ or my back is aching, I Husted of Denver. Bishop Theodore successfully are quite generally urgDR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills S. Henderson ot Chattanooga is to ing their worknfen to buy and not rent
workno
Osteopathic Physician
plan
to drive away thees ailments. I have preside over the Methodist meeting homes. In one such
! Hatmral lot, Cae FaxtU K3
Harvesters, Btoreri, aid Distributor
Office Crockett Building
man Is permitted to buy a house unLas Tegaa raasea.
Made
Have
recommended Doan's Kidney Pills to and men of like prominence in the der the company's
Whiek
Laatiag Qualities ef
Office Hours 9 to. 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p m.
plan which will cost
a great manv neonle and all have other commvnions will preside over over
711 DOUGLAi AVENUE
OFFICE
of his monthly wages.
Residence Phone Main 384
denominational
their
respective
been well satisfied with them."
The company builds a house for
J.
White
and a $1,500. It sells this to an employe
Campbell
Price BOc, at all dealers. Don't groups.
MONUMENT CO
100 consecu
rr- i
simply ask for a "kidney remedy get number of other evangelists and re iiDon navment of tl5 for
for
house
or
tl.800
an
tive
months,
Albuquerque, N. M.
loan's Kidney Pills the same that ligious workers of international rep 100
215 E. Central
monthly payments of $18. But the
utation will be among the speakers.
Jut. I nderwood had. . Foster-Milburwill not sell a $1,500 house
Z
employer
Years Practical Experience,
Co , Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
to a man whose wages are less than
B. A. JONES
W. W. BOWER i.
Woman's Duty to Herself
$75 a month, or five times the required
woman
owes
herself
to
to
it
Every
NEW DEPUTY GAME WARDENS
payment
in good health. No one can reaTHE FOOLISH ADS
Santa Pe, July 29. Game Warden keep
sonably be expected to maintain a
Aim?
Is
Your
What
Trin'daJ C. de Baca today appointed cheerful
disposition when half slcki
It depends chiefly whether you are
the following deputies: Castulo Mar Indigestion and
constipation are two working for the world's praise or the
ques of Duran, Torrance county, and of the most common ills to which world's good, how its commendation
H
S. E. Whitmore of Tucumcarl, Quay women are subject and fortunately or its condemnation is given. But if
Classing tAA learsa eat the eeH H
XT
Of
!
you will work for the praise of that
WrU
pest.
artiamla
are
Mrs.
talaa
C.
cured.
H.
EaTT
MIGHT
easily
ihs
Getty,
who
tkoae
county.
inner spirit, which, tor lack of a betIndiana, Pa., writes, "Last summer I ter
The Monk I don't like the porcuwe call conscience, no pain
MMXW.
name,
sell 14
That rertT fea wail
was advised by a friend to try
shall be felt at what the world does pine for anything.
58
waHA
Hals
ads.
la
Tablets for indigestion and or says. In truth, if you have a high
If Kidneys ana Bladder Bother
The Zebra Why not?
wke reads Us
Monk
The
bristles
to
w
Because
he
This
not
and
!
medicino
op
try
krertlaH
honestly
only and good purpose
constipation.
Then Foley Kidney Pills
yon property
Overworked kidneys will break cured me of these disorders but toned attain it, you must apparently fall. In at the least little thing.
aas. U uu aswsTar waal ffEXfi
amavet
is
Others, wke read and
down if not helped. When they can up my wnole system so tnat my some measure, because all strength the
Oh G'long.
or
and
unseen
ootx,
founded
on
aatemekilei, m4 toatux3
supports,
se
ay
axe anxloas
no longer protect the blood and the health has been better than for years
"What's become of that old feattier
tower is that whose base ex
mulsfil g
c
highest
Wl,
arUtles
furaltmre.
and
body from the poisons that come to since taking them." For sale by all tends the farthest underground. But duster man who used to come
Straus ks.
them, then look out for Bright's dis dealers. Adv.
mere failure should be the last thing around?"
"Oh, he was arrested "
to daunt you. Remember how the
1 M fa
ftesWKt
ease, serious kidney trouble and blad
tre rea bi
Aa t
"Arrested? What fort
In the Western Canada league they oyster mends its wounded shell
1 KJft
der annoyances. Foley Kidney PiUs
&
U
H
M
Mt
tkey
twrtt el IklsA
"8elllng cocktails without a
ere your best protection, your beet hpve a Pitcher Beer the players can't with pearl'. The Optimist
medicine for weak, sore, overworked down. Working for Saskatoon, Beer
kidney and bladder weaknesses. A4V. has won 12 Rimes with nary a loss.
.
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GOOD DAIRY
BUTTER.

MUTUAL THEATER

IN OUR BAKERY

Bridge S:

DEPARTMENT

TONIGHT
''Remorse"
Two-ree-

"Finnigan's

Thanhouser
Feature

l

Bomb"

Per Pound

i

LOCAL

ACCESSORIES

automobile lamps
this evening.

Light
o'clock

at

Cocoanut

ALL KINDS OF CAKES

7:46
We give special orders
diate attention.

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

lbs. 2.75

Al-

Macaroons,

and

Kisses

Kisses.

NEWS
i;

5 lbs. S1.40

Cookies,

Imme-

-

JOHN II. YORK

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

Stearns' Store

I

GROCER
AND

Lost A four Inch braes plug, painted green on top, with brass air valve.
Continental Oil Company. Reward.
Adv.

BAKER
EE

3S25

The Altar Guild of St. Paul's
church will meet tomorrow after ling little comedy, full of snap and
noon at the home of Miss Frances vigoFf imparting a youthful "flow to
'
':
all who see it.
Mvers.
.

'

o
ri;
A marriage llcensem-lssue- d
'

WE

Wg

this

morning at the court house to Cipriano
F. Sanchez, 16 of Tccolotito, and
Gonzales, 21, of Chaperito. v...:

s

Fell-cita-

IAS VEGAS BUSINESS

afternoon

atn:30

FURNITURE 'AND UNDER-- '
TAKING COMPANY FILES

o'clock.
we will leave for the East in a short time to purchase
a full line of Furniture, Carpets, Rugs and Complete

That

House-furnishin-

K.

If there is anything special you wish us to
chase we will be glad to do so.
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
COME IN.
PURCHASE.

GOES WITH

purs

EVERY

PAGE SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.
507 Sixth Street
Phone Vegas 114

Not -- Heavier Than Air"
but lighter are the bread,
calses, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a eack of it and see how
your reputation as a baker
wiu'soac. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
imore as no other is fully
equal to it Order a Back
n.:"fM3

L

ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

PAPERS

Word has just been received from
Lnydale, Texas, of the death there of
Charles Russel, an old resident of
Las Vegas, and whose family still
lives here.

Santa Fe, July 29. Incorporation
papers were filed today with the state
corporation commission by the Page
Furniture and Undertaking company
of Las Vegas with William Page as
statutory agent The capitalization is
In an accident a few days ago Ed- $50,000 divided into 500 shares. The
ward Dowling, former trainmaster paid up capital is $3,500, the incorhere but now superintendent of the D. porators and directors being: Edward
T. & I. road at Springfield, O., sus- S. Lewis, 15 shares; William C. Page,
tained a fracture of both legs. No 10 shares; Lida G. Lewis, 10 shares,
all of East Las Vegas.
details have been received.
The Mora county commissioners will
meet on August 12 to consider and let
the contracts for the building of a
bridge across the Sapello river at Wat- rous. This will correspond to the
bridge now being built by the state
across the Mora river.
A party returning from Mora yester
stated that the crops in that coun

FRIDAY NEXT TO BE
MARKET DAY HERE
FARMERS

TO OFFER
PRODUCE
FOR SALE IN FOUNTAIN

SQUARE
day
ty were the best looking in the history
On Friday of this week a new plan
of the place. The wheat and oats aro
excellent and are expected to yield for the disposing of goods by tne
about 80 bushels to the acre.
farmers will be inaugurated in Las
Vegas. This day has been advertised
Frutoso Vigil was struck on the head for several weeks as market day, and
with some heavy object at Ledue, in if the trial is successful market day
Mora county, the other day, and left will become a regular event The
unconscious nit he road presumably dy- farmers of the surrounding country
ing. Three suspects were given a will bring their products to town and
henring before a justice of the peace gather at Fountain square.
Those
a;;fl bound over to await the grand jury wishing to purchase their weekly supthU fall.
plies, such as butter, eggs, vegetables
and feed for 'tneir live stock will go
Several of the local good roads en- to the square and get them direct
thusiasts are going to Santa Fe this from the, farmers themselves.
week to attend the convention which
There are two advantages in this.
cpens there tomorrow. Simon Bachar-c- First, the farmers will get a better
has been working enthusiastically deal, receiving higher prices for their
for the convention and he, in company products and the consumers' will
with several others, will go to the An- get their country produce cheaper
cient City to represent Las Vegas. K. than usual. This can be done because
B. Veder and George Hunker left this the fanners
by selling direct to the
morning by automobile. They are go- consumers do away with the profits
ing to take notes on the roads between of the middlemen.
hrer and theer and make a report beIt is hoped that the try-oof this
fore the convention.
method of dealing will prove a success
next Friday. If it is the people will
Last night at the Elks home the local lodge was treated to a very interesting talk on the recent golden jubilee convention of the grand lodge at
Denver. Past Exalted Ruler Patrick
McElroy told very entertainingly of
the experiences of the Las Vegas delegation at the big doings. His talk was
appreciated by his brothers. Four candidates for admission Into the local orLi
der rode the goat last evening. A. J.
Thuli of Watrous, M Weil and William
Kronieg of the same town and R.
We will clean free of charge
of Onava were the ones who
y
one pair of short gloves with
went through-th- e
mill.
h

Jefferson Reynolds. President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallot Reynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
o.re prepared to give the best of service

kit

Gem-rich-

Interest Paid cn

Time Deposits

The Browne theaicr has a special
Vitagraph comedy on the bill for tonight. Its title is '"Lillian's Dilemma"
and it has a clever plot. Refused. admittance into a very strict boys'
school, Lillian determines to get in
anyhow, just for spite, disguises her
self in a boy's suit of clothes, which
she has been commissioned by her
mother to bring herv brother Dick.
One of the boys wears her clothes
and gets everybody into trouble. After
confessing her deception, and satis
factorily explaining everything Lil
lian finds her brother and a little
later finds herself engaged. If you
are curious to learn how Lilliam got
cut of the dilemma visit the Browne
theater tonight. It is a bright, spark- -

every garment 'amounting
Jt.DO.

to

'

-

At lEie Home of

lie Best

of Everything Eatable

The most wholesome : meat
for summer is HUTTON.
The Best Mutton in Las Vegas to be had at

THE QHAAF & EIAYVABD CO.STORE

Satisfaction guaranteed.

LAS VEGAS STEAM
LAUNDRY.
Just Kinj bs up.

FOR HIS

gi

CAR.
WE CAN GIVE HIM THE BEST

IN
ftlTAIITY
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VARIETY
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I

J
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PRICE

BLOWY
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Don't Knock
(Roswell Record)
That political apathy in Chaves
county seems to have gone
like "BuH'' Andrew's railroad from
Torrance to RoswelL

II.

Car Corneal

f

-

Jl.ljr.

J.--

,

MSIDE

OUT

i.r

(PATCH

SPW;

Y
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The Suing Season
(Roswell Record)
If the republican legislators keep
on petting into court there will be
few familiar faces left among the old
'
bunch'' of standpatters.

HoosierjlEl Linoleum Logic

Housirj

No

Biscuitless
(Roswell News)
(Printing any kind of a paper in New
AIxio is no joke, and just at present

the
variety is utterly without humor, also is the usual editor
thereof without biscuit

a

"Who's Your Maid
3
o
a rnu:
x ma o
Jiiiii i
;

SAID MRS. BROWN

(Carrizozo News)
Andrews has an enterprising paid
correspondent up in Santa Fe who
knows what is what. Simultaneously
with a modest claim of more couaties
than will be necessary to nominate
comes the announcement of a change
of "formation" in the oil well. That
"formation" had better change 4nto
oil before the convention.

More

5

Knows Swat Swat

"IIOOSIltR," said

'

Mrs. Lane.

"HOOSIIiK," said
Roberts.
"HOOSIER," said Mrs. White.
Half the town said "HOOSIER."
Nfrs.

THE HOOSIER
KITCHEN CABINET
iS
A WONDERFUL

No more red hands from scrubbing
floors.
Run a mop over tinoleura.1

MAID

Armstrong's Linoleum
isn't expensive
looks 41 new".

it lasts longer and always

It is made of tested materials and every
inch is inspected before it leaves the factory.
The new patterns are distinctly "different- "suitable for any room in the house.
See the samples soon.. Lighten the labol
ef housework.

Exclualvo
C. JOHNSEN & SON
Local Agents
Douglas Ave J.
623-62- 5

, The Faithful Fergusson

(Carrizozo News)
While republican candidates for con
gress are snapping and snarling at
each other Congressman Fergusson
remains on duty at Washington, content to let his party and the people of
New, Mexico decide the issue. It is
well. New Mexico never had a more
faithful, efficient and intelligent congressman and it would be idle to say
the people had failed to watch and
approve the course of its representa
tive. Fergusson has no opposition for
the democratic nomination, and his
election is just as certain as that the
third of November is to come. Faithful and loyal service to the interests
of the people of New Mexico, irrespective of party, has been
policy at the national capital
and it would be ungrateful for the
people to fail to properly reward him.
Badly Singed

(Carrizozo News)
They say Charley Springer is trying
to grow feathers on the republican
peace dove, recently injured at a re
publican love feast up in Bernalillo
county. We suggest to the republican
bosses the advisability of communicating with a representative of Mixim,
with the intention of getting a silencer for Elfego Baca,
Who Knoks
(Roswey Record)
Perhaps "Bull" went into drilling
for oil because he felt the skids needed greasing, and anyway the "barrels"
will come in handy about convention
time.
WOULD AMEND

BILL

Washington, July 29. Chairman Cul
berson ,of the senate judiciary com
mission introduced an amendment to
the ' trade commission bill today to
make unfair competition unlawful, juRt
as the present bill does, but definin:;
unfair competition. He' explained his
amendment was designed to make unlawful, acts which "tend" toward the
accomplishment of things which the
Sbeman law already makes unlawful.

We clean and dye plumes.
We solicit your patronage.

X

(Socorro Chieftain)
It looks as though Mr. Fergusson
might even yet meet with substantial
opposition in the convention that is
to nominate the next democratic candidate for representative in congress.
It is seriously to be doubted whether
Mr. Fergussion really has the instincts
of a statesman about him, but even if
he had statesmen go hang! What
the hungry faithful want is a pie dispenser, and as a dispenser of pie New
Mexico's present representative in
congress is a bright and shinging failure, Judging by the disappointment
and anger that prevail in the state
wherever there is an appointive political office to fill. ,

FiliH IKCQUFQSATES

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian' church will meet at the
home of Mrs. W.. Harper, 42:1 Tenth PAGE
street, tomorrow

WISEACRES

Pie and Statesmanship

Sugar Cookies, Ginger Cookies,
Cocoanut Cookies, Drop Cookies,
Spice
mond

THE DISCRIMINATING MOTORIST IS

C1REFULIN SELECIIIVG
POLITICAL

T

c

50 Cents

10

come to town more often and wilf
trade here instead of with the country
merchants.

Cream Bread, Rye Bread, Whole
Wheat Bread, Graham Bread,
Homemade Bread, Pan Bread
and French Eread.

First Show Starts Kt 7:45
4
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MOYER

DEFENDS

ACTION

rags

"

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non-Sk- in
or plain thread. Michelin tuber
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
for

n

the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

-

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

Las Vegas Automobile
The
'j "";'
"and Machine Shop

..

'

'

1

Tin - IHY - LA BOR
' Saved by Using

selII ISTN JmE
Endorsed

by America's

SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

-

Finest Cooks
ASK FOR IT

'

Denver, July 29. Charles H. Moyer,
president of the Western Federation of
Miners, made a general defense of hi3
conduct in connection with the recent
Butte labor war, in an address before
the federation convention today. The
delegates resumed their discussion of
a report by a special committen toM
is Investigating various charges
against
ttrs president The report was favorable to Moyer.
WANTED Clean" cotton
Optte office.

TIRES AND TUBES

ai

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
What You Want

When You Want It

